My Hopes and Dreams for My Home and My Life
How do you feel about moving out?
What kind of home do you want to live in?

Big?

Small?

House?

Apartment?

Condo?

RV?
Where do you want to live?

City?  Country?  By Family or Friends?

By my job?  By my community?
Who do you want to live with?

Family?

Friends?

By myself?

Pet?

A Roommate?
What kind of roommate do you want?

Messy?  Clean?  Quiet?

Noisy?  Talkative?
What kind of roommate do you want?

- Responsible?
- Team player?
- Early bird?
- Night owl?
- Likes going out?
- Likes being home?
What kind of roommate do you want?

- Share a room?
- Own room?
- Like people over?

- Likes being alone
- Same Values?
- Same interests?
What do you want in your home?

Somewhere to sit?

Somewhere to sleep?

Something to watch?

Computer?

Decoration?
What do you want to do in your home?

Read a Book?  
Cook a Meal?  
Play Games?

Watch TV?  
Have Friends Over?
What are your interests?

- Reading?
- Art?
- Music?
- Sports?
- Helping people?
- Traveling?
- Movies?
- Dance?
- Hiking?
- Games?
- Animals?
Who do you want to do things with?

Family?  
Friends?  
Boyfriend/Girlfriend?  
Roommate?  
Co-workers?
Where do you want to go?


Let's talk about some stills you will need when you move out.
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